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To catalog data on chromosomal aberrations in cancer derived from emerging molecular cytogenetic techniques and to inte-

grate these data with genome maps, we have established two resources, the NCI and NCBI SKY/M-FISH & CGH Database

and the Cancer Chromosomes database. The goal of the former is to allow investigators to submit and analyze clinical and

research cytogenetic data. It contains a karyotype parser tool, which automatically converts the ISCN short-form karyotype

into an internal representation displayed in detailed form and as a colored ideogram with band overlay, and also has a tool to

compare CGH profiles from multiple cases. The Cancer Chromosomes database integrates the SKY/M-FISH & CGH Database

with the Mitelman Database of Chromosome Aberrations in Cancer and the Recurrent Chromosome Aberrations in Cancer

database. These three datasets can now be searched seamlessly by use of the Entrez search and retrieval system for chromo-

some aberrations, clinical data, and reference citations. Common diagnoses, anatomic sites, chromosome breakpoints, junc-

tions, numerical and structural abnormalities, and bands gained and lost among selected cases can be compared by use of the

‘‘similarity’’ report. Because the model used for CGH data is a subset of the karyotype data, it is now possible to examine the

similarities between CGH results and karyotypes directly. All chromosomal bands are directly linked to the Entrez Map Viewer

database, providing integration of cytogenetic data with the sequence assembly. These resources, developed as a part of the

Cancer Chromosome Aberration Project (CCAP) initiative, aid the search for new cancer-associated genes and foster insights

into the causes and consequences of genetic alterations in cancer. Published 2005 Wiley-Liss, Inc.{

INTRODUCTION

The relevance of chromosomal abnormalities to

the development of all forms of human malignan-

cies is widely recognized, and the field of cytoge-

netic oncology plays an important role in cancer

research today. To facilitate comprehensive identifi-

cation of chromosomal aberrations, two complemen-

tary, FISH-based molecular cytogenetic techniques

were developed in the 1990s: comparative genomic

hybridization (CGH; Kallioniemi et al., 1992) and

spectral karyotyping/multiplex-FISH (SKY/M-FISH;

Liyanage et al., 1996; Schröck et al., 1996; Speicher

et al., 1996). Together with the standard FISH meth-

odologies developed a decade earlier, they have

greatly enhanced karyotype interpretation, especially

as it pertains to cancer.

The need for cataloging cytogenetic aberrations

in cancer in a systematic, concise, and uniform

manner has long been recognized, and the first

such effort was published by Mitelman more than

20 years ago. That catalog is now online as the

Mitelman Database of Chromosome Aberrations

in Cancer (http://cgap.nci.nih.gov/Chromosomes/

Mitelman) and is the largest online cytogenetics

database available (Mitelman et al., 2005). It con-

tains the complete karyotypes, certain patient char-

acteristics, and reference citations from more than

46,000 cases of neoplastic disorders, manually
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culled from the literature. It is updated quarterly.

Another useful cytogenetic Web site is the Atlas of
Genetics and Cytogenetics in Oncology and Haematol-
ogy (http://www.infobiogen.fr/services/chromcancer/),

an online journal and database that reviews and

summarizes data on genes, cytogenetics, and clini-

cal entities in cancer and cancer-prone diseases

(Huret et al., 2000). Several online databases

display CGH data: Charite (http://amba.charite.de/

cgh/); Progenetix (www.progenetix.net/; Baudis

and Cleary, 2001); the Laboratory of Cytomolecular

Genetics (CMG), Helsinki, Finland (http://www.

helsinki.fi/cmg/); and the CGH Data Base, Tokyo,

Japan (http://www.cghtmd.jp/cghdatabase/index_e.

htm); most of these databases display cases from

a single laboratory, but the Progenetix database

contains CGH profiles for more than 10,000 cases

from the literature. Only a few online databases

display SKY data: Chromosome Rearrangements in

Carcinomas (http://www.path.cam.ac.uk/�pawefish/)

and Cell Line NCI60 Drug Discovery Panel (http://

home.ncifcrf.gov/CCR/60SKY/new/demo1.asp); these

two SKY databases contain the results from only a

few studies.

To share and compare results and to link chro-

mosomal aberration with sequence maps, the

National Cancer Institute (NCI) and the National

Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) of

the National Institutes of Health (NIH) have

established two databases, the NCI and NCBI

SKY/M-FISH and CGH Database (http://www.

ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sky/skyweb.cgi) (Knutsen et al.,

2002) and its companion, the Entrez Cancer Chro-

mosomes database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/

entrez/query.fcgi?db¼cancerchromosomes). These

databases were developed as a part of the Cancer

Chromosome Aberration Project (CCAP), which

‘‘is a Cancer Genome Anatomy Project (CGAP)

initiative designed to develop a set of ‘tools’ to

define and characterize the distinct chromosomal

alterations that are associated with malignant trans-

formation’’ (http://cgap.nci.nih.gov/). The goal of

the SKY/M-FISH & CGH Database is to allow

investigators to submit and analyze both clinical

and research (e.g., cell lines) SKY/M-FISH and

CGH data. This database is currently designed to

contain human and mouse data; other genomes,

such as that of the rat, will be added in the future.

The database is open to all submitters.

Establishment of that database led to the devel-

opment of the Entrez Cancer Chromosomes search

database, which contains and integrates all the data

from the SKY/M-FISH & CGH Database, the

Mitelman Database of Chromosome Aberrations in

Cancer, and the Recurrent Chromosome Aberrations

in Cancer (http://cgap.nci.nih.gov/Chromosomes/

RecurrentAberrations; Fig. 1). With this additional

database, it is possible not only to search for cases

with the same cytogenetic and clinical features,

but also to look at each case in great detail and

search for similarities among all cases of interest.

By directly linking each chromosome band to the

NCBI Map Viewer database (http://www.ncbi.

nlm.nih.gov/mapview), integration of the cytoge-

netic data with the human and mouse genome

assemblies has now become possible.

DESCRIPTIONS OF DATABASES

The features and organization of the SKY/M-

FISH & CGH Database and the Cancer Chromo-

somes database are outlined in Table 1. In the fol-

lowing sections, we first describe how to enter data

into the SKY/M-FISH & CGH Database and then

demonstrate how to use Cancer Chromosomes to

query the data entered into that database as well as

in the Mitelman databases.

SKY/M-FISH & CGH DATABASE

Data Submission

Registration is required to submit data. All data

submitted remain in a ‘‘private’’ mode (i.e., only

accessible to the submitter) until the submitter

releases it for public viewing within a time period

not to exceed 2 years. Each submitter is responsible

for data accuracy. Complete instructions for data

entry are included. The submitter enters the name,

diagnosis, and site for each case, using the Interna-

tional Classification of Diseases for Oncology, 3rd

edition (ICD-O-3; Fritz et al., 2000). To find and

select the correct ICD-0-3 morphology and topogra-

phy terms, the user is referred to the NCI Metathe-

saurusTM, a medical terminology search engine

developed by the NCI (http://ncimeta.nci.nih.gov/

indexMetaphrase.html). Mouse diagnosis and site

terms are not restricted to the ICD-O-3 terminol-

ogy. After a unique case number has been assigned,

the submitter proceeds to enter the cytogenetic,

clinical, and reference data. All terms (such as spe-

cific drugs) entered are searchable through the

database. All data, whether added manually or

automatically, can be edited and updated by the

submitter at any time (see below), even after they

have been made accessible for public viewing.

For the SKY/M-FISH data entry, the submitter

enters the karyotype [for humans, according to the

ISCN 1995 nomenclature (ISCN, 1995) or, for mice,

according to the Rules for Nomenclature of Chro-
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mosome Anomalies (Committee on Standardized

Genetic Nomenclature for Mice, 1996)] and the

modal chromosome numbers. Ploidy is then

selected from a pull-down menu, followed by either

(1) entering the cytogenetic information for each

chromosome manually or (2) using the karyotype

parser (see below), which automatically converts the

written karyotype into its component elements and

from there into an ideogram (the parser is currently

available only for human karyotype conversion). For

entering the cytogenetic information manually, each

chromosome is described from top to bottom, seg-

ment by segment, with variation in the amount of

each band to be displayed, as shown in Figure 2A.

The program permits the drawing of chromosomal

aberrations such as ring chromosomes and homoge-

neously staining regions (hsrs) and variation in the

size of unknown segments (unknown band or

unknown chromosome) or an hsr as a percentage of

the normal parent chromosome (Fig. 2A).

Karyotype Parser

The karyotype parser is a computer program

built by one of the authors (R.K., a computational

linguist) for automatically reading short-form kar-

yotypes, extracting the intrinsic information, and

inserting it into the SKY database. Using the

ISCN 1995 rules, the parser (1) breaks the karyo-

type into small syntactic components, (2) assem-

bles information from these components into an

information structure in computer memory,

(3) transforms this information into the formats

required for an application, and (4) inserts it into

the database. The parser works accurately with

karyotypes that have complete band designations

for each breakpoint, but manual editing is re-

quired for incomplete karyotypes, questionable

identification of a chromosome or chromosome

structure, or the presence of hsrs, double minutes

(dmin), and so forth.

Figure 1. Diagram demonstrating the relationship of the SKY/M-FISH & CGH Database, the NCI Mitel-
man Database of Chromosome Aberrations, and the NCI Recurrent Chromosome Aberrations in Cancer
Database to the Cancer Chromosomes Entrez Database and other databases such as Map Viewer and
PubMed. All three databases integrated into Cancer Chromosomes also link directly to PubMed. [Color fig-
ure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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CGH data can be submitted manually or auto-

matically. If making a manual submission, the sub-

mitter enters the band information for each

affected chromosome or chromosome segment,

working from the top of the chromosome (pter)

and describing the start band and stop band for

each gain or loss (Fig. 2B); the computer program

then displays the final profile. In the automatic for-

mat, which is currently possible if a Leica CW4000

and Applied Imaging Cytovision–High Resolution

CGH Genus software (human and mouse) are

used, the CGH data can be transferred automati-

cally in order to create the profile from a file down-

load enabled by the software; automatic transfer

will also be available soon with MetaSystems’ Isis

CGH software.

Data Presentation

The SKY/M-FISH data are displayed as a col-

ored ideogram (termed a SKYGRAM) with each

normal and abnormal chromosome displayed in its

unique classification color, with band overlay.

Figure 3 shows a SKYGRAM from OVCAR-8, an

ovarian cancer line from the NCI60 Drug Discov-

ery Panel, and Figure 4, a SKYGRAM from a

mouse pro-B-cell lymphoma. CGH data are dis-

played on an ideogram with vertical bars indicating

gain, loss, and amplification of chromosomal mate-

rial. Patient clinical information is also displayed,

and the literature citation is directly linked to the

relevant abstract in PubMed, the NCBI’s online

retrieval system for biomedical literature abstracts.

Each human and mouse chromosome band dis-

played in the ideogram is automatically linked to

the Map Viewer, which integrates map and sequence

data from a variety of sources (Dombrowski and

Maglott, 2002). For example, by clicking on the

breakpoint 17q21, which is prevalent in both breast

and ovarian cancers, from the SKYGRAM of

another ovarian cancer cell line, SKOV-3, it is

possible to retrieve sequence data and information

on FISH-mapped BAC clones that can be used to

pinpoint the location of specific breakpoints in

individual cases (Fig. 5).

Because it is useful to compare the CGH profiles

of multiple cases, whether they have the same

diagnosis or are related in some other way, we have

developed the CGH Case Comparison Tool, which

displays all selected profiles on a single ideogram

(Fig. 6A). With this tool, an investigator can select

cases on the basis of a variety of criteria. For exam-

ple, some ovarian cases show deletion of 6q: do

these particular cases have other gains or losses in

common that would distinguish them from ovarian

cases without 6q loss? This can be queried by

selecting those cases that have 6q loss and per-

forming another case comparison. This tool can be

applied to all public cases in the databases, and, in

addition, submitters can apply it to their own pri-

vate cases. The display of the cases to be compared

can be manipulated in a variety of ways, including

bar width, space between bars, display pattern, and

legends; each case or group of cases can be dis-

played in a different color (Fig. 6B). From the

resulting ideogram, each individual case profile

and case details can be displayed separately.

The SKY/M-FISH & CGH Database currently

contains more than 1,700 cases, 700 of which are

available for public viewing (the remaining ones

will be released on publication). Data soon to be

made public include CGH studies on more than

400 cases of different types of lymphoma. SKY

and/or CGH data from a wide variety of human

leukemias, lymphomas, and solid tumors are

TABLE 1. Features and Organization of the Databases

A. SKY/M-FISH & CGH Database

� Visual display of SKY/M-FISH and CGH data
� Display of clinical and reference information for each case
� CGH Case Comparison Tool
� Interactive forms for data submission
� Complete instructions for data entry
� Search capabilities of cases in the database
� Links to other cytogenetic and other relevant databases
� Chromosome band link to Map Viewer
� Instructions on the use of the ICD-O-3, International
Classification of Diseases in Oncology

� Data downloadable in XML, ASNI, and other formats
for data-mining projects

� Display of posters and other presentations of this
database

B. Cancer Chromosomes Database

� Data Sources
� NCBI/NCI SKY/M-FISH & CGH Database
� NCI Mitelman Database of Chromosome Aberrations
in Cancer

� NCI Recurrent Chromosome Aberrations in Cancer
� Simultaneous search of all three databases for cytogenetic,
clinical, and reference information

� Search for chromosome breakpoints, junctions, numerical
abnormalities, structural abnormalities and bands gained
and lost

� Detailed Report of all cytogenetic information for each
clone/cell

� Similarity Report of all common elements in cases or
clones/cells

� Links to related cases
� Links to SKY/M-FISH karyotypes (SKYGRAMS),
CGH profiles, and karyotypes from the Mitelman database

� Links to Map Viewer and PubMed abstracts
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available. Mouse data include cytogenetic abnor-

malities observed in models of solid tumors, leuke-

mias, and lymphomas and studies of knockout and

transgenic mice. Included among the human cases

in the database are 59 cell lines from the NCI60

Drug Discovery Panel (Roschke et al., 2003). The

SKY study of these cell lines by Roschke et al.

(2003) allowed subclassification of these cell lines

by their structural genome anatomy, offering

insights into the causes and consequences of

genetic instability that may occur during tumor

development and progression.

Figure 2. Building tools: (A) Building an abnormal SKY/M-FISH chromosome. Each chromosome is built
from top to bottom by specifying the stop and start bands for each segment; hsrs can be identified by chro-
mosomal origin and size, and ring chromosomes are indicated by a line connecting the top and bottom of
the abnormal chromosome. (B) Building an abnormal CGH profile. Each segment of a chromosome show-
ing gain (green) or loss (red) is specified by its stop and start bands and by selecting the appropriate type of
gain or loss.
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Figure 3. Human cell line OVCAR-8 from the NCI60 Drug Discovery Panel study. Top: SKY classifica-
tion karyotype from a single cell. Bottom: Complete SKYGRAM based on 8 cells. Chromosome segments
without banding indicate that the band origin was unknown.



CANCER CHROMOSOMES DATABASE

The Cancer Chromosomes Database further

extends the SKY/M-FISH & CGH Database and

integrates it with existing databases. We wanted to

be able to take the data from that database and per-

form various manipulations that would track specific

abnormalities and relate them in a meaningful way

to the sequence-level data. Cancer Chromosomes is

Figure 4. Complete SKYGRAM of PKT3, a mouse pro-B cell lymphoma with 12;15 translocations and
an hsr composed of alternating sequences from chromosomes 12 (in fuchsia) and 15 (in light green), which
resulted in amplification of IgH and cMYC.
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part of the Entrez system. Entrez is the text-based

search-and-retrieval system used at the NCBI for all

its major databases, including PubMed, Nucleotide

and Protein Sequences, and OMIM (Ostell, 2003).

Each database within Entrez is a collection of data

grouped and indexed together. The system can infer

relationships among different data that may suggest

future experiments or assist in interpreting the avail-

able information, even though it may come from dif-

ferent sources.

The Cancer Chromosomes database integrates

data from the SKY/M-FISH & CGH Database, the

Mitelman Database of Chromosome Aberrations in

Cancer, and the Recurrent Chromosome Aberra-

tions in Cancer database so that they can be

searched seamlessly for all chromosome aberra-

tions. Data from the Mitelman databases are added

using the karyotype parser, and because it makes

the data computationally tractable, it can be used

to detect chromosomal gains and losses and

directly find breakpoints from the most complex

rearrangements. Seamless searching is a process by

which all data are searched simultaneously for any

particular aberrations. This process employs the

use of ‘‘pseudo documents,’’ a conversion of cyto-

genetic and clinical textual data into one common

set of terms for the purposes of statistical compari-

son (see ‘‘Computation of Related Articles’’ at

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query/static/

computation.html). Each term is then assigned a

particular weight on the basis of how often it occurs

by use of statistical methods identical to those used

Figure 5. Linkage of SKY/M-FISH & CGH cytogenetic data with
sequence data via Map Viewer. Left panel: partial SKYGRAM ideogram
from SKOV-3, an ovarian cancer cell line, with a 17q21 breakpoint.
Clicking on this breakpoint brings up Map Viewer for this band (right
panel). Relative alignment and stretching of the sequence maps
(Genes_seq, gbDNA, and NCI_Clone) and the cytogenetic maps
(Genes_cyto and NCI_FISH_Clones) are done uniformly. The maps
labeled ‘‘NCI_Clone’’ and ‘‘NCI_FISH_Clone’’ differ in that the extent

and location of the clones, shown by vertical blue lines, are determined
by sequence in the former and by cytogenetic location in the latter; the
gray lines connect the sequence and the cytogenetic location of the
same clone. Band 17q21 contains the BRCA1 gene, which is involved in
both breast and ovarian cancers; the yellow pop-up window provides
information about this gene and a link to its sequence. [Color figure can
be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.
wiley.com.]
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in PubMed. Similarities among documents are thus

based on words or terms in common. Features of

Entrez such as History, Clipboard, and Preview/

Index function as they do for all Entrez databases.

Search tips are provided in the Help document.

Three search formats are offered on the Cancer

Chromosomes home page: a conventional Entrez

query, a quick/simple search, and an advanced

search. The Entrez Query Box is a free text search

performed by use of the search box at the top of

the page. The simple search offers a set of menus

from disease site and diagnosis terms that may be

selected and combined with specifications for a

particular chromosomal location and anomaly. The

advanced search form offers a combination of forms

and menus of search terms for complex queries.

Performing Searches

The following example demonstrates how to go

about searching for a particular abnormality and

where the results might lead. Search: Which dis-

eases show involvement of chromosome band

14q32, and what other chromosome aberrations are

related to 14q32? The initial result is a summary

report for each affected case (Fig. 7), with links to

the full karyotype, CGH profile, clinical informa-

tion, and PubMed abstract. One of the cases in the

summary report is a CGH study of papillary serous

cystadenocarcinoma of the ovary, which shows

amplification of 14q32. As in PubMed, there are

links to related cases (related karyotypically, by

CGH pattern, diagnostically, and/or textually).

This particular case was related by CGH to 50

other cases with varying diagnoses in the database,

about 40% of which also had 8q24 involvement.

For gaining more information on the cases in the

summary report, two additional reports can be

obtained by use of the pull-down menus in the dis-

play bar: a detailed report and a similarity report.

Detailed Report

All details of a case can be viewed by selecting

Detailed Report from the Display pull-down

menu. The detailed report provides reference

Figure 6. CGH Case Comparison tool: (A) comparison of CGH profiles in 25 cases of human lung can-
cer and (B) comparison of CGH profiles in mouse mammary tumors with amplification of Her2/neu at 11D.
Each case is shown in a different color, and the legends at the top of each vertical bar identify the individual
cases.
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information; the complete karyotype; information

on the cytogenetic aspects of each case, such as

information on each breakpoint and chromosomal

junction (junctions are formed at translocation,

inversion, and insertion sites, as well as in the for-

mation of ring chromosomes); the number of struc-

tural and numerical aberrations involving each

affected chromosome; and all bands gained or lost.

Similarity Report

The result of the search for 14q32 revealed that

more than 4,000 cases display abnormalities of

some sort at this chromosome band. By selecting

Similarity Report from the Display pull-down

menu, it is possible to compare these cases for a

variety of common cytogenetic and clinical ele-

ments. For example, as shown in Table 2, the first

500 cases included 109 with follicular lymphoma,

and the majority of the remaining cases had other

types of lymphoma. In addition to 14q32, the most

common breakpoints were 8q24 (122 cases), 11q13,

and 18q21. Only the follicular lymphomas (by

clicking on the number of cases) could be selected

and another similarity report performed. The

report would show that 108 of 109 cases listed the

site as lymph node, and 105 of 109 involved 18q21,

as expected in the t(14;18). It also may be of inter-

est that 12 cases had an i(6p) and that the most

common numerical abnormalities were loss of chro-

mosome 1 (49 cases) and gain of the X chromosome

(44 cases). Clicking on 14q32 connects to the Map

Viewer for this band, a region with 374 genes and 8

CCAP BAC clones (Kirsch et al., 2000), which can

be used for pinpointing the exact breakpoint in a

particular specimen. This example of a particular

search applied each parameter sequentially. It also

is possible to search for multiple parameters at

once by using the Advanced Search form by enter-

ing �1, 6p10, 14q32, 18q21, follicular lymphoma,

and lymph nodes; this search brings up 20 cases.

DISCUSSION

Many of the more than 500 molecular biology

online databases (Galperin, 2004) were created and

Figure 7. Cancer Chromosomes Summary Report—all clones/cells
in the database involving chromosome band 14q32. Links are provided
to each karyotype or CGH profile, case details, and PubMed abstract.
The pull-down menu in the Display bar and the links to the right of
each case provide additional tools for comparison of cases. A search
based on case information, such as diagnosis and site, results in a
case-based report (i.e., a list of all cases displaying the searched ele-

ment), whereas a search based on underlying cytogenetic features is
displayed as a clone/cell report (i.e., each clone or cell is searched
separately and is listed separately in the report; in a case with several
clones, the report will list only those clones that contain the searched
element). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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are maintained by the NCBI (Wheeler et al.,

2004). The NCBI was established in 1988 to

develop information systems for molecular biology,

and the SKY/M-FISH & CGH Database and the

Entrez Cancer Chromosomes database are part of

this network. Cancer Chromosomes is part of

NCBI’s Entrez integrated database retrieval sys-

tem, which provides extensive links to related

information.

SKY/M-FISH and CGH have markedly

improved the ability to delineate chromosomal

abnormalities (Kallioniemi et al., 1992; Schröck

et al., 1996; Speicher et al., 1996). The SKY/M-

FISH & CGH Database makes it possible to

present the graphic depiction of all the abnormal-

ities for all cases in any given study, thus enhancing

the visual interpretation of the results; this is espe-

cially useful when the karyotypic and CGH profile

results from the same case are analyzed. Compar-

ing the cytogenetic profiles within and among

tumors makes it possible to narrow down the

genomic regions of relevance to tumor formation

and then to integrate the regions with the

sequence databases.

The construction of the karyotype parser was

complicated by the (linguistically unusual) conven-

tions of the standard cytogenetic nomenclature

(ISCN, 1995). The surface structure syntax, that is,

TABLE 2. Example of a Similarity Report: Search for 14q32 Results from First 500 Clones/Cells in Summary Report

Total clones/cells 500 Karyotype 404 CGH 96

DIAGNOSIS

Terms common to 100% of clones/cells
None
Terms common to 50%–99% of clones/cells
None
Terms common to <50% of clones/cells
Follicular lymphoma 109 Renal cell carcinoma NOS C64.9 9
Multiple myeloma 52 Carcinoma 9
Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma 47 Splenic marginal zone B-cell lymphoma 8
Burkitt lymphoma 41 Plasma cell leukemia 8
Mantle cell lymphoma 25 Adenocarcinoma, NOS 8
Acute lymphoblastic leukemia, NOS 20 Chronic lymphocytic leukemia 7
Papillary serous cystadenocarcinoma 20 T-prolymphocytic leukemia 6
Carcinoma, NOS 18 Squamous carcinoma 5
Peripheral B-cell neoplasm 17 Leiomyoma 4
Acute lymphoblastic leukemia, FAB type L3 16 Squamous cell carcinoma, NOS 3

BREAKPOINTS (Karyotype & CGH)

Breakpoints common to 100% of clones/cells
14q32
Breakpoints common to 50%–99% of clones/cells
None

Breakpoints common to <50% of clones/cells
1p36 27 4q35 27 7q32 21 10q26 26 16q24 19
1q10 22 5p12 19 7q36 29 11q13 80 17q25 31
1q12 30 5q23 19 8p11.2 21 11q23 24 18q21 177
1q21 42 5q35 25 8q22 19 11q25 23 18q23 33
1q32 28 6p10 18 8q24 119 13q11 21 19q13 29
1q44 22 6q15 22 8q24.3 26 13q12 30 20q13.3 21
3p12 21 6q21 27 9p13 21 13q14 22 21q22 24
3q27 34 6q27 22 9q34 27 13q34 32 22q11 25
3q29 28 7q21 22 10q22 19 14q11.1 25 22q13 26
4p16 20 7q31 18 10q24 20 14q11 22 Xq28 25
Other categories in Similarity Report (data not shown):

� Tumor Site
� Chromosome Junctions (from translocations, inversions, etc.)
� Numerical Chromosome Abnormalities
� Structural Chromosome Abnormalities
� Chromosome Bands Gained or Lost

Note: This page is shown as it appears on the Web site; underlined numbers of cases link to those particular cases, whereas underlined chromosome

bands link to The Map Viewer.
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how to write syntactically correct short forms, is

well defined in the ISCN, and the parser program

uses this information. The parser is able to trans-

form both short-form and detailed-system (com-

monly referred to as the long form) karyotypes; the

short form expresses an abnormal chromosome as a

sequence of operators that, if performed in

sequence on a normal chromosome, will yield the

abnormal chromosome, whereas the long form

expresses an abnormal chromosome as an ordered

list of named segments. The interpretation of

short-form expressions is defined primarily through

examples, but the ISCN does not have enough

examples to cover the myriad rearrangements that

occur in complex karyotypes. This lack of semantic

interpretation contrasts with the practice for other

formal languages. In most cases, the short-form

karyotype appears to be unambiguous; however, it

can be a challenge to use and interpret, and the

system is error-prone because of many complex

rules; for those who are not cytogeneticists, it can

also be difficult to understand. Another problem is

that the short-form karyotype is what a computa-

tional linguist would call ‘‘deeply embedded’’; this

means that when reading or computationally proc-

essing a short-form karyotype, the meaning of a

particular notation often depends, in a complicated

way, on what has been seen or processed previ-

ously in that karyotype, and the extent of semantic

processing may overtax short-term memory. For

very complex rearrangements, such as those

revealed by SKY/M-FISH, where marker chromo-

somes contain material originating from many dif-

ferent chromosomes, the written karyotype in the

long form is actually shorter than the short form

and is easier to read. A new edition of the ISCN,

now in progress, will address many of these issues,

including how to report the chromosomal origin of

hsrs and dmins as revealed by FISH, SKY/M-

FISH, and CGH techniques.

By combining the results of clinical studies from

the Mitelman Database with the clinical and

research cases presented in the SKY/M-FISH &

CGH Database, including cell line and mouse

studies, the Cancer Chromosomes database makes

it possible to perform an integrated search of a

wide array of human and mouse cytogenetic data,

and it provides the first systematic way of placing

chromosome aberrations on the sequence maps. It

is a powerful search engine with potential applica-

tions to the diagnosis and treatment of disease.

The similarity tool retrieves commonalities among

cases, data that are critical to the search for new

genes such as oncogenes and tumor-suppressor

genes, offering insights into the causes and conse-

quences of genetic alterations in cancer.

Because the model used for CGH data is a sub-

set of the karyotype data, it now is possible to

examine directly the similarities between CGH

results and the karyotypes presented in the Mitel-

man and SKY/M-FISH & CGH databases. All

chromosomal bands, including breakpoints, are

directly linked to the Map Viewer database, pro-

viding integration of cytogenetic data with map

and sequence data from a variety of sources (Dom-

browski and Maglott, 2002). Included within Map

Viewer are the mapping positions of the high-reso-

lution FISH-mapped BAC clones that were

included in the CCAP initiative (Kirsch et al.,

2000), which systematically integrated the cytoge-

netic and physical maps of the human genome.

The ability to localize a particular breakpoint by

use of the Cancer Chromosomes similarity tool

therefore can identify specific BAC clones that can

be used to pinpoint genes involved in particular

cancers or at specific stages of tumor development

and progression.

The refinement of these databases is not com-

plete, and improvements in both presentation and

function continue on a regular basis; new tools are

added as they are developed and tested for reliabil-

ity. Future plans include the integration of CGH

array data, which currently can be submitted to the

NCBI’s Gene Expression Omnibus database and

to a gene expression and hybridization repository

(Edgar and Lash, 2002). The ability to integrate

cytogenetic data seamlessly with sequence will fur-

ther the development of molecular tools to eluci-

date and comprehend the genetic instability of

cancer.
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